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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y be a compact manifold. In [ 1 ] Atiyah proposed an analytic delini- 
tion of the K-homology groups K,(Y), defined abstractly as the dual 
theory to the Atiyah-Hirzebruch K(cohomology)-theory. These ideas were 
developed by Kasparov [15] and Brown, Douglas, and Fillmore [lo]. 
Cycles for this analytic K-homology theory are “abstract elliptic 
operators,” i.e., bounded linear operators between Hilbert spaces satisfying 
additional conditions derived from the properties of elliptic (pseudo-) 
differential operators. In particular elliptic pseudodifferential operators 
between sections of vector bundles define such cycles. The homology class 
of the cycle depends only on the principal symbol and indeed only on the 
K-cohomology class it represents on the cotangent bundle. In fact it had 
already been shown, in essence, by Atiyah that the resulting map 
P(T*Y)-+Ki(Y) (1.1) 
is an isomorphism, realizing Poincare duality. This result was discussed in 
detail by Baum and Douglas in [S] and a different proof was given by 
Kasparov in [ 161. We think of (1.1) as a “quantization map” since it arises 
by representing a K-cohomology class as a symbol and then quantizing the 
symbol, i.e. taking an operator with this symbol. 
More recently the K-homology groups of a compact manifold with 
boundary have been considered by various authors [3, 6, 10 and 121. The 
analogue of (1.1) for the absolute K-homology groups is the isomorphism 
I=?( 7-*x, T&X) --t Ki (X) (1.2) 
which is realized as a “quantization map” through pseudodifferential 
operators which are trivial, i.e. bundle isomorphisms, near the boundary. 
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In this paper we show that the quantization map for totally characteristic 
pseudodifferential operators (which we call more succinctly b-pseudo 
differential operators) similarly gives an explicit realization of Poincart: 
duality both for (1.2) and for the relative K-homology of a compact 
manifold with boundary (or corners) 
K’( T*X) -+ K, (X, ax). (1.3) 
The construction of (1.3) proceeds as in the case of a manifold without 
boundary. Thus there is a space of b-pseudodifferential operators on X, 
acting between sections of any two smooth vector bundles E and F 
A E YT(X; E, F) =s A: %Y(X; E) + Wm(X; F). 
The subscript b identifies these operators as obtained by “microlocaliza- 
tion” of the Lie algebra, similarly denoted Vb, of %;” vector fields on X 
tangent to the boundary. There is an associated vector bundle bTX which 
is isomorphic (but not naturally isomorphic) to TX of which “k/b forms the 
space of all sections. The symbol map for these pseudodifferential operators 
0,: YT(X; E, F) + SC”l(bT*X; Hom(n*E, rr*F)) 
identifies the symbol as an equivalence class of symbols on the dual (com- 
pressed cotangent) bundle with values in the homomorphisms of the lifted 
bundles. Ellipticity has the usual meaning, namely invertibility of the 
symbol, and the isomorphism (1.3) arises by combining the clutching 
construction on bT*X and Kasparov’s definition of the K spaces. 
One useful consequence of this identification is that the boundary maps 
in the long exact sequence of a compact manifold relative to its boundary, 
KdW L K,,(X) - K,(X ax) 
81 
T I 
c’o 
(1.4) 
K, (X ax) -K,(X) A KItax) 
can also be realized analytically. The inward pointing half of the normal 
bundle to the boundary, N, 8X, is a trivial R+-bundle over 8X. It has a 
natural compactificaltion as a bundle, N, 8X 2 [ - 1, l] x 8X of closed 
interpals such that the R+-action, and inversion, extend smoothly. For any 
bundles E and F the process of “freezing coefficients” at the boundary gives 
a map 
1: Y:(X; E, F) + Y;,(N+ 8X; E,,, Fsx), 
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where the subscript Z denotes the LQ+-invariance of the resulting “indicial 
operator.” The map 8, in (1.4) is just given by identifying, for an elliptic 
A E !P;(X;E,F), 
where we use Bott periodicity. The map 8, can be similarly identified. 
It follows from the identification of the quantization map (1.3) with 
Poincare duality that this map can also be obtained by the use of elliptic 
pseudodifferential operators, in the ordinary sense, on the interior of X. In 
particular any elliptic differential operator on X defines a relative K-class. 
This generalizes and simplifies results of Baum, Douglas, and Taylor [6], 
who showed that an elliptic boundary problem defines a relative K-homol- 
ogy class independent of the boundary conditions. Thus all elements in 
Z&(X, ax) can be represented by cycles defined by elliptic b-pseudo- 
differential operators on X or by pseudodifferential operators, in the 
ordinary sense, on the interior J?. This is quite analogous to ordinary 
absolute cohomology, where a class can be represented either as a deRham 
class in the sense of forms smooth up to the boundary, or as a deRham 
class in the sense of forms smooth in the interior. 
The main properties of b-pseudodifferential operators are described in 
Section 2; a precise definition is given in the Appendix. In Section 3 
Kasparov’s definition of analytic K-homology is recalled and in Section 4 
it is shown how elliptic b-pseudodifferential operators define K-homology 
classes, so defining the quantization map (1.3). The connection with elliptic 
operators in the ordinary sense is made in Section 5 and in Section 6 the 
proof that (1.3) is an isomorphism, representing Poincare duality, is given. 
This proof uses the corresponding fact for (1.2). 
The authors are indebted to Paul Baum and Michael Taylor for 
stimulating conversations. 
2. ~PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Since it plays a fundamental role in the work below we first describe the 
algebra of 6-pseudodifferential (i.e., totally characteristic) operators on a 
compact manifold with corners. In the case of a manifold with boundary 
this algebra was defined in [ 191, it is also treated in detail in [ 133. In the 
appendix the definition is given in the case of a manifold with corners; a 
fuller construction can be found in [18]. The present section is limited to 
a description of the properties of the algebra, after a little motivation for 
it is given. 
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On a compact %‘m manifold, Y, without boundary the filtered algebra of 
pseudodifferential operators, 
Y’*(Y)= u !qY), (2.1) 
mslQ 
was originally defined by references to local coordinates and oscillatory 
integrals. Beals [7] showed that, as operators on functions, pseudodifferen- 
tial operators are characterized by the boundedness properties of their 
iterated commutators with smooth vectors fields. This can be reinterpreted 
in terms of the regularity properties of the Schwartz kernels of these 
operators, namely that they are precisely conormal distributions (really 
conormal sections of the density bundle lifted from the right factor) with 
respect to the diagonal A c Y x Y. 
Recall that if Q c [w” is open then the space of symbols, Sm(Q x RN) c 
P(.Q x RN), consists of the functions satisfying estimates 
where N,= (0, 1, . ..}. These spaces are invariant under linear (even 
asymptotically homogeneous) transformations in the second variables, so 
Sm( V) is well-defined for any vector bundle, V. 
Conormal distributions are, modulo Vm terms, just (tibre) Fourier trans- 
forms of symbols. This leads us to regard the extension of filtered algebras 
Diff”( Y) c Ym( Y) VrnENo 
as the “microlocalization” of the Lie algebra, V =P( Y; TY), of all 
smooth vector fields. By this we mean the replacement of all the polyno- 
mials in Y (the enveloping algebra Diff*( Y)) by the “symbolic” functions 
of Y. 
Now consider a compact manifold with corners, X. Thus X is a compact 
Hausdorff space covered by compatible coordinate charts where the 
coordinate maps are to the model spaces 
Iw;= [O, cO)kX R”-k 
for fixed n, but variable k. We also demand, as part of the definition of a 
manifold with corners, that the boundary hypersurfaces of X be embedded. 
This is equivalent [18] to demanding that X have an embedding 
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into a compact manifold without boundary, $ of the same dimension as 
X such that 
and that there exist J (the number of boundary hypersurfaces) functions 
POE%?, i= 1, . . . . .Z, such that 
x= fi (pi20) (2.2) 
i=l 
and 
vzc { 1, . ..) .Z} dpj(x), i E Z, are independent in T,*g 
forallxEa,X= n {pi=O}. 
isl 
(2.3) 
Any product of compact manifolds with corner automatically satisfies this 
condition (with 2 the product of the doubles). 
Of course the condition that the boundary hypersurfaces be embedded 
can also be stated intrinsically. These two approaches exemplify two 
attitudes to the boundary-whether it represents a permeable barrier or a 
closed frontier. The two points of view are widely reflected in the analysis 
and geometry of the space. Thus there are two obvious generalizations of 
Y = CP’( Y; TY) to the case of a manifold with corners: 
7qx) = uyx; TX) = VQ ~2) r 2-x 
Vb(X) = QF(X, ‘7X’) = { VE YE(X); Vis tangent to the boundary}. (2.4) 
Both are Lie algebras and V”(X)-modules. The bundle TX= TX8 is the 
usual tangent bundle, whereas ‘TX is the “compressed” tangent bundle. 
The space of b-pseudodifferential operators is obtained by microlocalizing 
Vb(X). The microlocalization of YE(X) (the extension algebra) leads to 
pseudodifferential operators in the ordinary sense, relating to elliptic 
boundary problems and the transmissions condition [9]. 
Near any point x E X (a compact manifold with corners) we can intro- 
duce the k (possibly =0) of the pi in (2.2) which vanish at x as the first 
k coordinates of a system, x1, . . . . xk, yl, . . . . yn _ k, based at x. Then Vb(X) is 
locally spanned over Wm by 
x1 a,,, XZax2~ .. . . xkaxk, ay,, . . . . aynmt. (2.5) 
These elements give a local basis for ‘TX in (2.4) and allow any 
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P~Diffr(X) (the filtration of the enveloping algebra of ?Qx)) to be 
written locally in the form 
The b-pseudodifferential operators are then the “symbolic functions” of 
these vector fields. Formally we can write 
A = 44 y, x1 D,, 9 . ..3 u?Yk’ D,., . ...? oy”mi)? A E Y;(x) 
where a(x, y, iI, . . . . Ak, yap, . . . . qnpk) is a symbol and D,., = -id,., etc. The 
properties of these operators will now be described. A precise definition is 
given in the appendix and complete proofs can be found in [18]. 
The replacement for (2.1) on a compact manifold with corners is a 
filtered ring of operators 
DEW= (J Y3X) (2.6) 
meR 
on functions 
The symbolic properties of these operators are related to the filtration (2.6) 
and are essentially identical to those in the case 8X= ~+4. Thus let bT*X be 
the dual bundle to bTX (these bundles are isomorphic to the extension 
bundles 
bTXzTX, bT*X~T*X 
but there is no natural isomorphism). Let S"(bT*X) be the symbol space; 
then there is a (non-natural) quantization map 
(2.7) 
which is filtered and almost surjective, 
q:S"(bT*X)+ Y;(X) 
q(S"(bT*X))+ Ybm(X)= Y;(X) VmER, 
where 
Y;~x)= n Y;(X) 
msR 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
is the “residual space.” 
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Just as in the case ax= 4 the ambiguity in q is related to the non-com- 
mutativity of the operator space. If we use the notation for the quotients 
S[“‘(9-*X) = S”(bT*X)/Sm-l(bT*X) 
then q has, for each m, a completely natural left inverse on SC”‘, 
0,: Y?(X) --+ S[“‘( 9*X), (2.10) 
which gives the (exact) symbol sequence 
o- Yy(x) c !?y(X)-% PyT*X)--+ 0. (2.11) 
The spaces SC”l(bT*X) have an obvious (point-wise) product 
SC"l(bT*X).SCm'l(bT*X)=SCm+m'l(bT*X) (2.12) 
and operator composition is consistent with this: 
!PgyX)o Y;‘(x) c Y;+“‘(x) 
(2.13) 
0 ,+,,(A 0 B) = a,(A). a,,(B). 
These spaces of operators are also asymptotically complete; i.e., 
ifA,E Y?(X), mi+ ---co asj-t cc then 
3A E Y;(x) s.t. A - c AjE Yu,“@‘(X) vp, 
iCP 
(2.14) 
where A4 = max mj, M(p) = maxj, p mi In fact A in (2.14) is determined 
uniquely modulo Y; O” (X). 
Summarizing these conditions (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), 
(2.13), (2.14) and the fact that Y:(X) is invariant under passage to 
adjoints with respect to any smooth non-vanishing measure we say: 
THEOREM 2.15. On any compact manifold with corners the b-pseudo- 
differential operators form a quantizable asymptotically complete, symbol- 
filtered algebra closed under conjugation with residual space Y;“(X). 
Certain other properties of the operators are direct consequences of these 
results. Thus we say 
A E Y:(X) is elliptic if 36 E SC-“l(bT*X) s.t. a,(a) b = 1 E SCol(bT*X). 
Then we find 
A E Y;(X) is elliptic o 3 BE YL~(X) s.t. 
AoB-IdE YF~(X). 
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Moreover B is then uniquely determined modulo Y;O”(X) and 
B-A-IdE Yu,~(X). 
Similarly a direct computation shows that elements of the residual space 
are bounded on L’(X). An elegant symbolic argument due to Hormander 
[2] allows us to conclude from this that 
each A E e(X) extends to a bounded operator on L’(X). (2.16) 
So far the difference between the general case and the special case aX = 4 
(when of course Y:(X) = Ym(X)) appears to be essentially notational. 
However there is a fundamental divergence, namely, 
Y;“(X) consists of compact operators on L2(X) 0 ax= 0. 
To discuss the compactness of &pseudodifferential operators we need to 
consider a second (non-commutative) symbol. 
In a certain sense the fundamental manifold with boundary is the closed 
half-line, [0, co). This has the disadvantage that it is not compact. 
Consider the one-point compactification 
x-l 
[O, 00)3XH--- x+l+lJ1. 
Not only does the (0, co)-action on [0, co), m,: x H sx, extend smoothly to 
[ - 1, l] but so does the inversion xc, l/x (x # 0). Thus suppose L is an 
oriented line bundle over a compact manifold with corners, Y. Then the 
positive part of L can be compactified to a manifold with corners 
L,qX=L+ 
so that the (0, co)-action on the fibers extends smoothly. Of course 
L, z Yx [+l, 11. 
Within the space Y,Yc) of b-pseudodifferential operators on c we 
can consider those invariant under the (0, co)-action, 
A E YT,(L.) 0 A E Y;(L.), m%,oA~mf=A VSE (0, co). 
For these spaces we get invariant versions of the quantization and symbol 
maps, i.e., q can be chosen so that 
q: {a E Sm(bT*t+), m,*a = a} -b Y:,(c) 
and if we set bT*,c = bT*c r Y, Y 4 L + being the zero section, then 
0 c Y-l(L) 
- 
b.I + - q,(L+)A S[“‘( bT*,L,) - 0. 
is exact. 
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These results extend immediately to the case that 
L=L,@L,@ ... @L, (2.17) 
is a vector bundle which is given as a direct sum of oriented line bundles. 
Then c g Y x [ - 1, 11”. If we use the original tibre variables zi, . . . . zP in 
L and local coordinates x,, . . . . xk, y,, . . . . y,-, in Y then, formally at least, 
an element of !Pr,(c) is of the form 
A =+I, . . . . xk, Y,, . . . ..Yn-k. z,Dz,, . . . . q,D,, 
x xID.x,, . . . . XkDxt> Dy,, ..-> D,-,), 
i.e., is “constant coefficient” in the libre variables. 
The reason that this special case is of interest is that if X is a manifold 
with corners then a boundary face is, by definition, a component of a,.%’ 
(see (2.3)) for some Zc (1, . . . . .Z}. The codimension of the boundary com- 
ponent is # (I), the number of elements in I. If F is a boundary component 
of codimension k then the normal bundle to Fin X has libre 
N,F=s~{~,,, . . . . a,,} = T,X~T,F. 
Now F is (a component of) the intersection of k boundary hypersurfaces, 
given by {x;=O}, i= 1, . . . . k, and we thus have a well-defined decomposi- 
tion (2.17) of NF as the product of the (oriented) normal bundles to the 
hypersurfaces. One should think of NF, for F a boundary face of X, as a 
model for X near F. Indeed there is a natural class of local isomorphisms 
(normal fibrations) of X near F and NF near F, its zero section. Let N, F 
denote the compactification of N, F as discussed above. 
The non-commutative symbols are the indicial operators 
Z,: Y;(X) + Y&(N+ F). (2.18) 
Let ‘&‘;(A’) c ga(X) be the ideal of functions vanishing on F, a boundary 
face of X. Then the map (2.18) gives an exact sequence 
0- q;(X) + Y;(X) - Y:(X)& !P;,(N+F) - 0. 
(2.19) 
This just corresponds to the fact that Z,(A) is obtained from A by “freezing 
the coefficients” at F. These maps “passing to the indicial operator” have 
the obvious consistency property. Namely, if Fc Y are both boundary 
faces of X and we let F’ denote F as a boundary face of N, Y then 
Z,(A) = Z,.(Z,(A)) VA E !Z’u,*(X) 
using the obvious identification of normal bundles. 
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The indicial operators allow us to analyze the compactness of 
b-operators. If X is a compact manifold with corners let M(X) denote the 
set of all boundary faces then 
A E Y,YX) is a compact operator on L,(X) 
sA~Y’;(X)withm<OandZ,(A)=O VFEM(X). (2.20) 
The spaces Y’:(X) are local %Za”(X2)-modules, X2=XxX. This means 
that we can define the corresponding operators on vector bundles by the 
simple expedient of setting 
Yy(X; E, F) = Y:(X) @ Hom,(E, F). 
+F(?r”) 
All the results above have immediate extensions to the case of operators on 
sections of vector bundles. 
One particularly natural case of the action on vector bundles is 
E = F= L?i/‘X the space of Vb(X)-half-densities on X. Thus Qi’2X is trivial, 
with coordinate section 
l/C 
. ..dyn-k 
in the local coordinates giving (2.5). One nice feature of these bundles is 
that, just as for functions, for any boundary face FE M(X) there is a 
natural isomorphism 
Thus for an operator on b-half-densities, A E Yr(x; QA”x), we can 
identify the indicial operator as 
Z,(A) E Y;(N+ F; Q;‘2F). 
There is anatural L2 space L2(X; Szi”) and then there is a simple 
characterization of the Fredholm operators in c(X; Qi’2X): 
A E !J$(X; Qi’2X) is Fredholm on L’(X; Cl:“) o 
A is elliptic and VFE M’(X) Z,(A) is invertible on L2(N+ F; Szy’). 
Here M’(X) is the set of true boundary faces--excluding X itself. Because 
they are (0, co)-invariant the invertibility of the elements of Z,(A) can be 
discussed using the Mellin transform. For the case of a manifold with 
boundary this was done in [20]. 
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It is important to note the consistency condition between the indicial 
map (2.18) and the symbol map (2.10), namely, 
%&(A )I = %(A) rb+? (2.21) 
where we use the obvious identification of bT;X with ‘TB(N+ F). 
3. K-HOMOLOGY 
In this section we recall the basic definitions and most important proper- 
ties of Kasparov K-theory. We refer to [8, 15, 161 for the details. 
Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let J be a two-sided *-ideal, both 
being trivially graded. We are interested primarily in the case that 
A = g’(X) is the space of continuous (complex-valued) functions on a 
compact manifold with corners. Let M,(X) be the set of boundary 
hypersurfaces of X and suppose B c M,(X). Then for J we take 
J=%‘:(X)= (f~%‘~(X);f=0atFb’F~B} 
We denote by 9(H,,, H,) the Banach algebra of all bounded linear 
operators between two Hilbert spaces and by X(H,, Hi) the subalgebra of 
compact operators. If Ho = H, = H we use the notation Y(H), X(H). 
A cycle defining an element of the space KK’(A, a=) is a triple (ZY, 4, F), 
where 
H = Ho @ H, is a i&-graded separable Hilbert space (3.1) 
4 = do 0 d1 with $j: A + Y(Hj) a C*-algebra homomorphism (3.2) 
F= ’ T# 
( > T 0 
with TE 8(Ho, H,), T” E Z(H,, Ho), (3.3) 
satisfying the three additional conditions 
Cdf L J’l E WW (3.4) 
d(f U’* - Id) E SW) QfEA. (3.5) 
4(f W- F*) E WW. (3.6) 
A cycle is said to be degenerate if all the compact operators in (3.4), (3.5), 
and (3.6) vanish. If A = S”(X) it suffices to check (3.4) (3.6) for f E GP'(X) 
since these bounded operators depend continuously on f E U”(X), in which 
P’(X) is dense, and X(H) is closed in 8(H). 
Elements of KI?(A, @) are obtained by imposing an equivalence relation 
amongst these cycles. See [8, Section 173 for a detailed discussion of the 
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various equivalence relations that can be considered. Here we consider only 
stable homotory equivalence, i.e., norm continuous homotopy of operators 
and addition of degenerate cycles. In particular if two cycles have the same 
Hilbert spaces and representations then (H, 4, F,) and (H, 4, F,) are 
equivalent if there is a norm continuous family [0, 1] 3 t H F, with 
(H, 4, F,) satisfying (3.4)-(3.6) for all t E [0, 11. Note that if 
W)CFo-F,l E~X(W VfcA 
then F, = tF, + (1 - t) F,, t E [0, 11, gives such an equivalence. 
The definition of KK’(A, @) is similar. The cycles are triples (H, $, T), 
where H is a separable Hilbert space, II/: A + Y(H) is a *-representation, 
TE Y(H), and the following conditions are satisfied: 
CT, $(f )I E x(H) (3.7) 
(T'-W.\I/(f)EWW Vfe A. (3.8) 
(T-T*).IC/(~)EWW (3.9) 
The equivalence relation is again stable homotopy. 
These descriptions of KK’(A, a=) are usually referred to as the ‘Fredholm 
picture’ [S, Section 17.53. The groups KK’(A, a=) are special cases of the 
groups KK’(A, B), defined by Kasparov for any pair of Z,-graded 
C*-algebras, A and B. We shall use the notation K’(A) s KK’(A, C), i E if,. 
A C*-algebra homomorphism h: Al -+ A2 defines a natural group 
homomorphism 
/I*: K’(A,) -+ K’(A,), h*C(K 4, F)l= C(H, 4ok Fl). 
In particular if X and Z are compact metric spaces and g: X + 2 is a 
continuous map then g*: q’(Z) + S”(X), g*(f) =f og, induces a covariant 
map g, = (g*)*: 
g,: Ki(~o(x)) -+ K’(UO(Z)). 
Defining the groups 
K,(X) = Ki(%o(x)) 
one obtains a homology theory which coincides with the theory defined 
abstractly by dualizing the K-cohomology theory of Atiyah and Hirzebruch 
c151. 
One of the main features of Kasparov’s K-theory is the existence of an 
external product [15, 173: 
K’(A,)@K’(A,) + KiCi(A1 @ A2), i, jeZ,. 
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If Z is the (closed) unit interval then tensoring with a generator 
b E K’(C,,(Z)) gives a group isomorphism 
bi: K’(A) - K’+ ‘(C,,(Z) @A). (3.10) 
This is the Bott periodicity theorem. 
Finally consider the boundary map. If 
O-+J+A+A/J+O 
is the short exact sequence associated to the C*-algebra A and the ideal J, 
one can deline boundary maps 
ai: K’(J) + K’+ ‘(A/J). (3.11) 
Now let X be a compact manifold with boundary. Then there is a short 
exact sequence 
0 - fix - %0(X) yax vO(ax) - 0 (3.12) 
given by inclusion and restriction to the boundary. See [ 11,121 for some 
interesting comments on this case. It turns out that the maps (3.11) in the 
case x= zx ax 
ai: zc(w~,(z)wP(ax)) -+K'+y~o(ax)) 
are just the inverses of the Bott isomorphism (3.10), for A =g’(aX). 
Furthermore if J: W” alxd,(Z~ 8X) -P %‘ix(X) is an extension map obtained 
from the collar neighbourhood theorem then 
.I* I I 
R(q&(z~ax))41, zC+l(59°(ax)) 
(3.13) 
is commutative (see [12].) Using the isomorphism (3.10) this just means 
bi+lo ai= J*. (3.14) 
From these maps one easily obtains the standard six-term exact sequence 
zP(cfP(ax)) '* p zP(uO(x))- ho) 
aI 
T I 
aI (3.15) 
f%%(m - zcywyx)) A Kl(vJ(ax)). 
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It is this exact sequence which we shall discuss more directly in terms of 
pseudodifferential operators. A different approach to the K-homology 
groups of a manifold with boundary and to the long exact sequence (3.15) 
is given by Baum and Douglas in [3]; one of their main results is the 
equivalence of the two approaches. Interesting applications are given 
in [6]. 
For the case of a compact manifold with corners it is natural to consider 
more general sequences obtained by taking B c M,(X) FE M,(X)\B, 
B’ = Bu {F} and the *-ideal q’&(X) c G??:(X). Then (3.12) is replaced by 
where B(F) c M,(F) is the set of boundary hypersurfaces in F which are 
contained in elements of B. By the same reasoning as above this leads to 
the exact sequence 
I do (3.16) 
4. CYCLES DEFINED BY b-PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Suppose that E, and E2 are (complex) vector bundle over a Wz 
manifold with corners, X. If F;E M(X) is a boundary face then we say that 
A E q(X, E,, E2) is trivial over F if 
Z,(A) is a vector bundle homomorphism. (4.1) 
Of course if A is elliptic then, given (4.1), Z,(A) is necessarily invertible. 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf A E Yz(X; E,, E,) is elliptic and trivial over each 
FE BcM(X) then A has a parametrix 2~ !Pi(X; E,, E,) which is trivial 
over each FE B. 
ProoJ Since A is elliptic it has, according to (2.16), a parametrix, 
A, E !Pi(X; E,, E,). This satisfies 
(4.3) 
For any boundary face FE B we deduce from (4.3) that 
Z,(A).Z,(A,)-IdE YY,,“(N+F; E,). 
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Using the exactness in (2.19) we can then modify A r by a term 
A;‘E !P;“(X; E,, E,) so that A; =A, +A: satisfies 
Z,(Ai) = Z,(A)-‘. 
This construction can be carried out successively at each boundary face in 
B, proving the lemma. 
Now suppose that El and E2 are given Hermitian metrics and that 
A E Y i(X; E, , E,) has a unitary symbol, i.e., 
A*A-IdE !P;‘(X, El, E,), AA*-Ide !P;‘(x; EZ, E2). (4.4) 
Then let 4i: go(X) --) P(L’(X; E,)), i= 1,2, be the *-representation given 
by pointwise multiplication. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Zf E,, E2 are Hermitian vector bundles over X and 
AE !Pz(X, E,, E2) satisfies (4.4) and is trivial over B’=M,(X)\B, where 
B c Ml(X), then the triple 
(4.6) 
where A” E Y z(X; E,, E,) is a parametrix for A and is trivial over B’, defines 
a cycle for K”($$(X)). 
Proof: Since A and 2 are L2-bounded (see (2.16)) we certainly have 
(3.1), (3.2), and (3.3). Just as noted in Section 3 it suffices to check (3.4), 
(3.5), and (3.6) for 
fE u;(x) = { fE %P(X):f vanishes in Taylor series at each FE B}. 
In all these cases the operators are pseudodifferential and of order - 1. 
Consider the criterion (2.20) for compactness. All three operators are trivial 
at boundary hypersurfaces in B’ so it follows from (4.4) that their indicial 
operators vanish there. On the other hand f = 0 on B, so all three indicial 
operators vanish there too. 
More generally we can extend this result and associate an element of 
K’(%i(X)) to an arbitrary elliptic element AE Yz(X, E,, E2) which is 
trivial over B’ = M,(X)\B. Indeed introducing metrics on El and E2 we see 
that A*A is elliptic, with asymptotically positive symbol, and trivial over 
B’. We can therefore construct an approximate inverse square-root, which 
is trivial over B’: 
Q2.A*A-IdE YbC4(X; El, E2). 
607/92/l-2 
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Then Proposition 4.5 applies to A . Q. The homotory invariance in the 
equivalence classes in J?(C,(X)) shows that the element 
CA1 = CA. Ql E K”W’iWN (4.7) 
is well-defined independent of the choices made in the definition of the 
cycle. 
Recall that the cycles for the K-cohomology space K”(‘ZX) can be taken 
as triples (rr*E,, x*E,, cr), where E,, E2 are V vector bundles over X, 
‘II: bT*X + X is the projection, and 
c ?T*& rbTeXio -+ .rr*& rbTeXio (4.8) 
is a bundle isomorphism which is homogeneous of degree 0. By modifying 
e to be smooth near the zero section and using a quantization map as in 
(2.7) we can consider 
4(k) E ‘J’:(x; El, &L 
where $E%‘~(~T*X) vanishes near the zero section and is identically one 
outside a compact set. Now q(&) is certainly elliptic. 
The K-group K”(bT*X) is obtained by imposing the stable-homotopy 
equivalence relation on the cycles (4.8). More generally if B’ c M,(X) then 
the relative groups K”(bT*, b * T,,X) are obtained by restricting the cycles 
(4.8) to be induced by a bundle isomorphism of El and E, over FE B’ and 
then imposing stable homotopy equivalence within this class. Recalling that 
q can be chosen to preserve such triviality at the operator level we find: 
PROPOSITION 4.9. If B c M,(X) is a set of boundary hypersurfaces and 
B’ = M,(X)\B then there is a well-defined group homomorphism 
K’(‘T*X 3 bT* X) --) K”(%To(X)) B’ B 
[(x*4, n*Ez, 011 H [Al. (4.10) 
We show below that this homomorphism is always an isomorphism, 
representing Poincari duality for K-theory. 
The same construction works equally well for the K’ spaces. Thus, 
following [2] we can identify K’(bT*X) (or more generally 
K1(bT*X, ‘T$X)) with the stable homotopy classes of self-adjoint symbols 
(4.8) (with E = E, = El, trivial over elements of B’.) 
PROPOSITION 4.11. With the notation of Proposition 4.9 the map 
K1(bT*X, bT$,X) + K@?;(X)) 
CJ H II( L2(X @)I 
is a well-defined group homomorphism. 
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Proof Exactly as before it is only necessary to check the compactness 
conditions (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) using (2.20). 
A different way of using b-pseudodifferential operators to define 
Kasparov cycles, and hence elements of K’(Vi(X)), is to make explicity 
use of the Bott isomorphism (3.10). Thus, with Z= [0, 11, consider an 
elliptic 
Pf Yz(Xxf; E, F) with [G(P)] EK’(~T*(XXZ), bT$xI(X~Z)). 
Using (4.10) this gives an element of KO(Wi(X) @W&,,(Z)) and hence of 
X1(%:(X)). As K”(bT*(X~Z), bT$x,(X~Z)) can be identified with 
K-‘(bT*X, bT$X) we obtain a quantization map 
K- ‘( bT*X bT* X) -+ K’(%:o,(X)). , B (4.12) 
5. CYCLES DEFINED BY PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
Although, for reasons of naturalness we have used the compressed 
cotangent bundle the two bundles 
bT*Xz T*X (5.1) 
are isomorphic, with the isomorphism natural up homotopy. Thus there is 
a canonical isomorphism 
ZC+(~T*X, bT;,X) 2 K’( T*X, T;r. X). (5.2) 
This allows us to give a rather direct definition of the relative K-homology 
class associated to an elliptic differential operator on a manifold with 
boundary (see also [6, 121). 
Namely, let 
D: U”(x; E,) -+ W=‘(X, EJ 
be an elliptic differential operator. Then, a metric on X being chosen, the 
symbol of D defines an element [(n*EI, n&E,, C(D)] EK’(T*X) by 
homogeneous extension off the unit sphere. Using (5.2) the class of D is 
well-defined in the relative space 
If a’(D) is a self-adjoint bundle isomorphism then [D] E K’(W&(X)) 
instead. 
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For example if X is a spin, manifold then (see [4, Appendix 121) the 
Dirac operators D, is a first order elliptic operator. Thus we find: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X be a spin, manifold with corners; then the Dirac 
operator D, determines a class [Dx] E K’(%$,(X)), i-dim X (mod 2). 
There is another form of the quantization map 
K’( 7-*X) + K&r, ax) (5.4) 
for a compact manifold with corners. Let V be a V” vector field on X 
which is transversal to each boundary hypersurface and inward-pointing. 
Integration of V gives a l-parameter family of W:” maps 
exp(tV): X+X, t B 0 small, (5.5) 
which are diffeomorphisms onto their ranges. Thus X, = exp(tV) X is an 
embedding of X as a compact submanifold, with corners, of J?. Each 
diffeomorphism (5.5) induces an isomorphism on K-homology. 
Let a= [rc*E, n*F, a] E K’(T*X) and let A E Y”(X; E, F) be the 
pseudodifferential operator corresponding to (r rr-.y. Since 
L*(X,; E) 4 Lf(X; E) 
(the space of square-integrable sections of compact support) by extension 
as zero the operator A defines 
A: L*(X,; E) + L;,,@;; F). (5.6) 
Then restriction to X, gives 
A,: L*(X,; E) + L*(X,; F). 
Assuming that El and E, have Hermitian metrics and that o(A) is unitary, 
A has a properly supported parametrix and we can again consider the 
triple (4.6) with A replaced by A,. This defines a class in K,(X,, ax,). 
Following the proof of Proposition 4.5 we need again to check (3.4), (3.5), 
and (3.6). It suffices to check compactness for elements f c%F($,). Since 
d( f ) is just the multiplicative action the commutator in (3.4) is of the form 
([f, A]),. Since [f, A] is of order - 1 on X the resulting operator is com- 
pact. Similarly in (3.6) F-F* is an operator of the same type with A 
replaced by A - A *, of order - 1. Thus the range of (5.6) is contained in 
H:,,(X, F) so after multiplication by f is compactly included in L’(X,, F). 
Finally (3.5) is similar except that it involves the composition of F with 
itself. However, using (3.4) we can consider Fq5( f ) F- d( f ) instead. This 
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is given by the restriction of a pseudodifferential operator of order - 1 so 
is again compact. 
Thus we have defined, for each 0 < t c E, 
CA3 E Ko(X,, ax,), if A E Y’(.?; E, DF) is elliptic (5.7) 
and has unitary symbol. As in (4.7) this extends directly to the general case 
of an elliptic operator. By homotopy invariance each K,(X,, ax,), is 
naturally isomorphic to Ko(X, 8X) and the class of A does not depend on 
t, nor does it depend on the choice of transversal vector field K Thus we 
have defined the quantization map (5.4). If A E !PE(X; E, F) c Y(J?; E, F) 
then we can take the limit as t + 0 and conclude that the class of A in (5.7) 
is the same as the class obtained in Section 4. 
Although we have been discussing the relative space Ko(X, 8-X) the 
discussion easily extends to the case of a general B c M,(X). If we choose 
V to be tangent to the boundary hypersurfaces in B and transversal to the 
others, the construction above gives a quantization map 
K"( T*X, T;.X) + Ko(X, B), B' = CB. 
6. POINCARB DUALITY 
Let X be a compact manifold with corners and suppose, as in Section 2, 
that Bc M,(X) is a set of boundary hypersurfaces. If X’ is another 
manifold with corners then 
44,(X’ x X) = 44,(X’) x xu x’ x M,(X). 
The decomposition of the circle S’ as the union of two closed intervals 
with disjoint interiors leads to the exact sequences of K-spaces 
0 + K°CbT*Ux Xl, bTa*lxxu~xdZx WI 
+ K"(bT*(S' xX), bT;~ xB(S' xX)) 
-+ K"(bT*(Z~ X), bT&B(Z~ X)) --* 0 (6.1) 
0 --) Ko(Zx X, Ix B) + K,(S' xX, S' x B) 
+ K,(Zx X, 8Zx Xu Ix B) + 0. (6.2) 
In (6.1) the first map is induced by the inclusion Z x XCC S1 x X corre- 
sponding to extension of a bundle trivial near the boundary; the second 
map is a restriction. In (6.2) the first map arises from the restriction of 
%‘$ Xe(S’ xX) to %yXB(Zx X) and the second from the extension map 
from %$XXv,XB(ZxX) into V$XB(~l xX). 
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The (compressed) cotangent bundle bT*X is a manifold with corners, the 
boundary faces being precisely the subsets 
bT;X=n;l(G), GE M(X), nb: bT*X --, X. 
We then denote by bTgXcM,(bT*X) the set of boundary faces of bT*X 
defined by B c M(X). The following relationship between these sequences 
is an important tool in the discussion below. 
LEMMA 6.3. For any compact manifold with corners, X, and any subset 
B c M,(X) the diagram, with vertical maps given by (6.1) (and the equiv- 
alence of bT*X and T*X) and (6.2) and horizontal maps the b-quantization 
maps, 
0 0 
I I 
K”tbT*Vx Xl, b%xu,x cs(Zx X)) - 46 K,(ZxX,ZxB) 
I I 
1 1 
K”(bT*(S1 xX), bT*,~,,,(S’ xX)) 7 K,(S’ xX, S’ x B) 
I I 
K”(bT*(Z~ X), bT:, &lx X)) - K,(Zx X, aZx XuZx B) 
I 
4h 
I 
0 0 (6.4) 
is commutative. 
Proof. The commutativity of the top square is a direct consequence of 
the definitions of the various spaces and maps. Thus the image in 
Ko(sl X x, s’ X B) of an element qb(a) = [A] E &(Zx X, Zx B) is [A’], 
where A’ is obtained from A by trivial extension to the complement of Z 
in S’. 
The commutativity of the second square follows from the discussion in 
Section 5. Indeed suppose an oriented embedding Zc S’ is chosen and a is 
an elliptic symbol on T*(S’ x X) trivial at S’ x CB. Suppose that 
A E e(S’ x X; E, F) is trivial over s1 x CB and has a as symbol. We need 
to show that the image of [A] EK,(S’ x X, S’x B) in K,(ZxX, 8Zx 
Xu Ix B) is equal to the class of A’, where A’ E e(Z x X; E, F) is trivial 
over Ix CB and has symbol equal to the image of the restriction of a to 
T*Zx bT*X if bT*Z is identified with T*Z as in (5.1). Note that 
L2(S1xX,E)=L2(ZxX,E)~L2([S1\Z]xX;E). (6.5) 
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Thus the Hilbert spaces and *-representations are the same after the addition 
of a degenerate cycle and the simple homotopy argument after (3.6) suffkes 
to complete the proof of the lemma. 
Now with Bc M,(X) suppose FE M,(X)\B and set B’= Bu {F}. 
Corresponding to the choice of B and F there is a long exact sequence in 
K-cohomology with compact supports, 
KO(bT*X, bT$X) - P( 9T*x, bT;X) 
I I 
K-ybT:X, bT;cF,X) KTbTX bTB(,X) 
I I 
K-‘(bT*X, bTfX) f-- K-‘(bT*X, bT;,X). 
(6.6) 
Here B(F) is the set of boundary hypersurfaces of F (hence elements of 
M*(X)) which are contained in elements of B. 
Since bT$Y is always a trivial line bundle over ‘T*F, 
bT$Ys bT*Fx R, 
Bott periodicity gives the natural isomorphisms 
Ki(bT;X, bT&,,X) z K’+ l(bT*F, bT&FjF) (mod 2) (6.7) 
Using (6.7) to replace the appropriate two spaces in (6.6) the quantiza- 
tion maps (4.10), (4.12) can be applied to each space. Recalling the long 
exact sequence in K-homology, (3.16), we obtain the diagram 
K”(bT*F, bT;tF,F) - KoV’, D(F)) 
I I 
p(bT*X, bT;,X) - KoK D) 
K(‘(bT*X, bT;X) - Ko(X D’) 
(6.8) 
K-‘(bT*F, bT&p,F) - &UT D(F)) 
I I 
K-‘(bT*X, bT;rX) - K,(-K D) 
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where D = M,(X)\B’ is the complement of B’ = B u {F} and 
D’ = D u {F} = M,(X)\B is the complement of B. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. The diagram (6.8) commutes. 
Before proceeding to the proof we note the main consequence: 
COROLLARY 6.10. For any subset Bc M,(X) the quantization maps 
qb: Ki(bT*X, ‘T;(X) + I&(X, CB) (6.11) 
are isomorphisms realizing Poincart! duality. 
ProoJ: We proceed by induction over the number of elements 
g = # (CB). Moreover we only need prove (6.11) for i = 0 since the first two 
rows of (6.4) are then isomorphisms, hence so is the third, which proves 
(6.11) for i= 1. Now, ifg=O then B=M,(X) and (6.11) follows from [16]. 
Suppose that (6.11) is known to hold for all g 6 g’. Then for B with 
g =g’ + 1 all the rows in (6.8) are known to be isomorphisms except the 
third, since # (CB’) = g’ and # B(F) < g’. Applying the five lemma therefore 
completes the inductive step since it shows that (6.11) is an isomorphism, 
and Poincare duality is the unique isomorphism giving a commutative 
diagram (6.8 ). 
Proof of Proposition 6.9. Consider first the commutativity of the 
second and the fifth squares. The maps on the left are just inclusions, of 
symbols trivial over bT$X into symbols trivial over bT&K Thus the 
operators inducing classes in Ki(X, D) and K’(X, D’) are the same. The 
classes then correspond since the map on the right is just restriction of the 
algebra %$(X) to its ideal V&(X). 
Next consider the commutativity of the third square. The map on the left 
is represented by restriction in (6.6) followed by the Bott map. In view of 
(2.21) we need to show that, in terms of (3.16), a,([A])= bi:21[Z,(A)]. 
This follows from (3.14) since by an argument similar to that in the proof 
of Lemma 6.3 .Z*[A] = [Z,(A)]. 
Finally consider the first and fourth squares in (6.8). Here the com- 
mutativity reduces to the case X= N, F = F x [ - 1, 1 ] and follows from 
[ 15, Lemma 1, Sect. 71 since the vertical maps on the left are the con- 
necting homomorphisms in K-theory and in this case are precisely the 
homomorphisms i! induced by the embedding i: F 4 [ - 1, 1 ] x F. 
APPENDIX: THE RING Y,YX) 
The space of b-pseudodifferential operators on a compact manifold with 
corners is defined in terms of the Schwartz kernels of the operators. These 
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kernels are distributions on the product, X2 =Xx X, of the manifold with 
itself. In the interior the singularities of the kernels are just conormal at the 
diagonal as in the case 8X= @. However the singularities are spread along 
the “corners” of X2, that is the submanifolds of codimension two of the 
form Hz c (8X)’ c 8(X2), where HE M,(X) is a boundary hypersurface. 
To describe the precise class of kernels admitted we first introduce a new 
manifold with corners, the Vb,-stretched product, Xi. This is obtained from 
X2 by blowing up the subset 
S= u H2cX2. (A.11 
Each of the submanifolds, H2, in S is embedded and they meet normally 
in the sense that the conormal bundles are independent at intersections. We 
may think of S as a “normal” submanifold. Let Hi, i= 1, . . . . N be an 
enumeration of the boundary hypersurfaces of X and pi E ‘P(X) a family 
of defining functions. On X2 let pi and pi, i= 1, . . . . N, denote the lifts of 
these functions from the left and the right factors. Consider the ring of 
functions on the interior, T2, of X2 which are of the form 
PI-PP; PN-PL 
7, *.., PN+ Pi9 - 4 x’ 
Pl+Pl PN+ Pk’ 
, 
FEG?P(([O, (x,)x C-1, l])“xX’). (A-2) 
Not only in this space independent of the choice of the pi but it defines a 
space of functions on the set 
turning it into a compact @?a manifold with corners in a natural way. Here 
Nx(H2) = TxX2/TxH2 is the fibre at XE HZ of the normal bundle to HZ 
and N,+(H’) ciVx(H2) is the (closed) subset of inward-pointing normal 
vectors. Then SN,+ (Hz) = [ N,t (H’\O]/R + is the corresponding projective 
space. Thus we denote the functions of the form (A.2) by @F’(Xz). This 
b-stretched product has, compared to X2, extra boundary hypersurfaces, 
one for each HEMS. These are collectively denoted ff(Xi) the “front 
face” of Xi. 
There is a natural smooth surjective “blow-down” map zp): Xi + X2. If 
Pi = (ajf))*(p. + p’.) then , 1 
i= 1 
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is a (joint) defining function for ff(Xi). Consider the lifted diagonal, defined 
as the closure (in Xi) of the lift of the interior of the diagonal, 
A, = c1(7c;1[d\S]) (in Xi). 
This is an embedded V’ submanifold such that 
I+ A,-+A++X 
is a diffeomorphism. Moreover under rrnb the GP vector fields in Vb(X) lift 
from the left (or the right) factor of X to a Lie subalgebra of Vb(Xi) which 
is transversal to Ab. That is, there is a natural vector bundle map, which 
turns out to be an isomorphism, 
bTX++ NA,. 
The dual map to this is therefore an isomorphism, 
‘T*X+-+ N*A,. 
The combination of the lifts of Vb(X) from the left and the right spans, over 
%‘* (Xz), the whole of vb(Xz). 
Consider the operators acting on half-densities in the ordinary sense 
(since this bundle has the simplest self-pairing properties.) The identity on 
half-densities has Schwartz kernel 
s, Ev-“(x2; cP2). 
This can be lifted to Xi, where it becomes a Dirac section of the bundle 
pp521/2 over the lifted diagonal. Then we identify 
YJ;(X; Q112) +-+ {K E F(Xi, A,; paQ~i2): K - 0 at a(X~)\ff(X~)}. (A.3) 
Here Im(Xi, db) is the space of conormal distributions, of order m, 
associated to A,. It is a QP module so the corresponding space of section 
of a vector bundle is also well-defined. The elements are %‘:” away from A, 
in particular near a(X;)\ff(Xi) where the kernels in (A.3) are required to 
vanish in the sense of Taylor series. This is a slightly different normaliza- 
tion of densities than is used in [18], but this only affects the notation for 
the “big” calculus, which is not needed here. 
The mapping properties of these operators can be discussed readily using 
pull-back and push-forward theorems from [IS]. For example the fact that 
the two projections nb,F= rrtF. rcb’), F= L, R, are b-fibrations (that they are 
b-submersions suffices here) 
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b 
/‘\ 
x x 
64.4) 
shows that (,rb,J)* [K,.,(?rb,R)*#] E~W(x; al”) for each q@@(x; #“), 
i.e. that !PzX; !P) acts on @‘(X; LP/‘). 
The most fundamental result is the composition law, showing that 
!PaX; 52l”) forms a filtered algebra. This can be shown in a manner similar 
to the action on $?(X; 52”‘) by replacing (A.4) with a similar diagram 
of Mibrations involving the triple product, Xz. In X3 consider the 
submanifolds 
S3= u H3 
HE MI(X) 
S2= u j-(HxHxX)u(HxXxH)u(XxHxH)]. 
HEMI 
Here S2 is just three copies of S x X, with S as in (A.1 ), one in each of the 
three decompositions of X3 as a product of X2 and X It is not a normal 
submanifold, since the three conormal bundles meet (in pairs) precisely 
above points of S,. The b-stretched triple product, X2, is obtained by first 
blowing up S3, lifting S2 to the blown up space and blowing it up. Of 
course it is important to note that S3 and the lift of S2 to X3 blown up 
along S3 are both normal submanifolds. 
The replacement for (A.4) is the diagram of b-fibrations 
b /Ax3\ nb.F 
X2 b’ 
The product formula now follows by observing that if C = A 0 B then the 
kernel of the composite can be written 
ICC = (Bb,C)* Ctnb,d* IcA ’ tKb,F)* rcBl 
when appropriate account is taken of density factors. Again using the 
general pull-back and ‘push-forward results of [ 181 one obtains (2.13). The 
remaining results described in Section 2 can be proved by similar analysis. 
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